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Everyone should contribute anything he or she can afford. contribute means...........

make help reject fail

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He works for the Employment bureau. bureau means.........

subsequent time mutual relationship

dependent variable particular department

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some leaders cannot lead unless they occupy the pinnacle position. pinaccle means.........

past action highest point equal way lower rank

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational communication controls by allowing management to assign authority to various

organizational units. assign means........

employ help a person

inspire appoint to a job 

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

His loyalty to his boss was never in doubt. loyalty means.........

being faithful property being powerful quality

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizations motivate their members through communication. motivate means.........

prevent to do something perform 

cause to want to do something promise

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Tokyo and New York are major financial centers. financial means..........

potential having pressure

political concerning money 

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The decision structures in force, often rules that allocated legal authority, and resources available

determine decision outcoms.  legal means.........

based on the law informal

based on the job special

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The central  measurement problems of any social science discipline are those of reliability and

validity. measurement means.........

development assessment instrument commitment

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These standards are not granted legitimacy or relevant to the research of a particular discipline.

legitimacy means.............

report being flexible

concept being reasonable

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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We have ..................... with the national group. that is, we have attachment to it.

function performance affiliation electorate

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a ..................... between an individual's height and weight.

correlation constituent occupation consultant

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A company may store information about each employee in a single ..........  

power colleague record foreman

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a type of validity which is evaluated by investigating what psychological qualities a test

measures. it refers to..........

predictive validity construct validity

content validity concurrent validity

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is the amount of money actually paid by shareholders for a share issue. it refers to..........

agenda chief capital peer

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A task force refers to a group of people and resources specially organized for a particular task. task

force mens..........
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Administration has emerged as a phenomenon of unusual significance . administration

means..........
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17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Authority refers to the establishment of accepted rules and norms of behavior which limit conflict.

authority means..........
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18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The correlation coefficient is a statistic which  expresses the degree of relationship  between two

sets of test scores .correlation coefficient means ............
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Politics can trade off against the effectiveness of administrative decisions and contaminate policy

results. effectiveness means..........
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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